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KEY POINTS

Viewing epilepsy surgery as network surgery enables optimal consideration of

� Indications and methods of intracranial monitoring.

� Potential role of subcortical structures in seizure organization and propagation.

� Upfront use of combinatorial therapies to prevent seizure emergence from the network.

� Use of neuromodulation in novel epilepsy indications.
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INTRODUCTION

The phrase “epilepsy is a network disorder” is
often bandied about, but the practical implications
of using this concept are far-ranging and some-
times overlooked. First, the network approach
suggests that we conceive of a seizure as an
emergent property of the brain.1 What does that
mean? Complexity theory describes emergence
as the sudden appearance of new forms of organi-
zation that are not predicted by properties of indi-
vidual elements but arise from self-organization.2

The complexity approach was originally applied
in meteorology, to explain how a highly organized
storm could be created by a cascading series of
interactions that originated from small, sporadic,
and distant changes in wind currents. Seizures
have similar nonlinear dynamics that are “related
to but transcend the capacities of the neurons
that create them.”3 In this article, I suggest that
viewing epilepsy surgery as network surgery en-
ables optimal consideration of the (1) need for
and method of intracranial monitoring, (2) potential
role of subcortical structures in seizure organiza-
tion and propagation, (3) upfront use of combina-
torial therapies to prevent seizure emergence
from the network, and (4) use of neuromodulation
in novel epilepsy indications.

The need to emphasize the network concept
arises from the fact that the traditional surgical
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philosophy in American epilepsy centers involves
an electrical-anatomic, focus-oriented approach.
Since the time of Penfield and Jasper until
recently, electrocorticography (ECoG) has been
the mainstay for defining an “epileptogenic focus.”
Indeed, in one of the first reports of the use of
ECoG in temporal lobe epilepsy surgery, Bailey
and Gibbs4 wrote that “the problem faced by
the neurosurgeon in trying to eradicate focal
seizure activity is comparable to that of trying to
eradicate a neoplasm.” In contrast, the stereoelec-
troencephalography (SEEG) philosophy devel-
oped by Talairach and Bancaud focused on
using electrophysiology to determine the regions
of cortex generating the clinical manifestation of
the seizure.5 In this context, the type and chrono-
logic occurrence of ictal clinical signs (semiology)
is crucial for elucidating the “anatomo-electro-
clinical” organization of seizures.6 Refinement of
this approach over time, including incorporation
of a variety of noninvasive imaging modalities,
has resulted in 3-dimensional conceptualization
of the network becoming an essential piece of ep-
ilepsy surgery planning.7

DECISION POINTS
Intracranial Monitoring

A significant problem with approaching epilepsy
surgery from the perspective of focus-hunting, is
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that if a resection is performed, and the patient is
not seizure free, the interpretation is that one
“didn’t get enough” or did not find “the right
focus.” This type of interpretation may often be
flawed from the start. In contrast, if the overall
goal of epilepsy surgery is to take the seizure
network offline, that is, to prevent emergence of
seizures by disrupting the critical nodes of seizure
organization, the emphasis is shifted from resec-
tion and seizure freedom to modulation and
improved quality of life, with the ultimate goal of
arresting seizures indefinitely. Resecting a critical
seizure network node that may render a patient
seizure free is always the first treatment of choice,
but a network-oriented approach best prepares
one to make that assessment.
Oneof themost critical decisionpoints in epilepsy

surgery is the choice and manner of implementing
intracranial monitoring. The chosen strategy should
test hypotheses about the seizure network that arise
from the phase I noninvasive evaluation, and these
hypotheses should be anatomically precise.8

SEEG is much more versatile for hypothesis testing
than subdural grid implantation, unless the phase 1
data are overwhelmingly concordant with a surface
lesion (especially one that involves eloquent cortex).
The general superiority of SEEG over subdural grids
for network assessment was well characterized in
the recent study by Tandon and colleagues,9 who
compared their extensive experience with both
techniques. Their analysis of 239 patients found
that therapeutic procedures following SEEG were
associated with better outcomes (76% vs 55%
Engel class I or II at 1 year), and this effect difference
was amplified when considering only nonlesional
cases (69% vs 35%). Indeed, use of SEEG resulted
Fig. 1. Escaping the cycle of focus-chasing. Schematic rep
success inherent to a network-oriented surgical approach
ina lower rateofpatientsundergoing resectionanda
higher rate of good outcomes, likely achieving an
important goal of limiting the numbers of patients
who lose cognitive function but continue to have
seizures.
Multimodal Surgical Therapy

When the desired outcome of intracranial moni-
toring extends beyond whether or not a resection
can be accomplished and considers how to take
the network offline, the opportunity to use more
than one therapeutic approach is presented
(Fig. 1). The following case illustrates this point.
A 34-year-old, left-handed woman presented

with a 26-year history of epilepsy (onset at 8 years
old). Her seizures were characterized by an aura
described as visual change “almost like things
are pixilated,” voices sounding different, and eye
blinking a few seconds later. Her clinical seizures
progressed with loss of awareness, chewing,
head turning to the right, and generalized tonic-
clonic movements of less than 1-minute duration.
Postictally, she could experience migraine head-
aches, nausea, and confusion. The frequency of
these clinical seizures was 1 to 3 per week.
Phase 1 evaluation revealed an interictal

encephalogram (EEG) with bursts of generalized
disorganized sharp waves, maximal at left tempo-
ral or bi-frontotemporal contacts and lasting 2 to
5 seconds. The seizure onset was not localizable
in the first few seconds of ictal EEG recordings,
but left temporal evolution provided localization
for the observed semiology (eg, chewing and right
head turn). PET imaging demonstrated broad left
hemisphere hypometabolism, most prominent in
resenting the increased opportunities for therapeutic
.
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the temporal-occipital region (Fig. 2). Magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG) source localization demon-
strated dipole clusters in the left medial temporal
lobe (see Fig. 2). From the phase 1 data, a primary
hypothesis of left posterior temporal neocortical
onset with rapid generalization was derived. Sec-
ondary hypotheses were left occipital versus left
mesial temporal onset.

Phase 2 evaluation was carried out using SEEG
to target a left temporal-occipital network. Two
spontaneous seizures were captured. The first orig-
inated in the hippocampus (Fig. 3), and the second
originated in themesial-occipital lobe (lingual gyrus)
(Fig. 4). Stimulationmapping with 50 Hz, 250 ms, 3 s
trains produced the patient’s typical visual aura in
multiple occipital locations (current range 5 1.5 to
4 mA) (Fig. 5). Hippocampal stimulation using the
same frequency and pulse width produced a
seizure at 1.5 mA (Fig. 6). Stimulation with 1 Hz, 1
ms, 30 s trains produced no changes at any stimu-
lation locations. Thus, 2 epileptogenic zones were
discovered: mesial-occipital, producing the pa-
tient’s typical aura and generalization, and hippo-
campal, producing a milder seizure type recently
recognized by the patient. Given that resection of
both epileptogenic zones was not feasible, due to
their broad nature across 2 contiguous lobes in
the dominant hemisphere, a recommendation was
made for upfront combinatorial therapy. The patient
underwent SEEG lead removal, then returned
2 weeks later for hippocampal laser thermal abla-
tion (Fig. 7). Two weeks after her ablation, the
patient underwent responsive neurostimulation
(RNS) implantation of 2 depth leads in the occipital
lobe (see Fig. 7). Neither procedure would have
been expected to render the patient seizure free
or to significantly disrupt the remaining seizure
network, thus there was no intervening assessment
period between procedures. This patient reported
a 50% to 74% reduction in seizures at 1-year
postimplantation.
This type of multimodal surgical approach has
been enabled by the advent of recent advances
in epilepsy surgery in the United States: increased
use of SEEG, the development of MRI-guided
laser thermal ablation, and Food and Drug
Administration approval of both RNS and anterior
nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) deep brain stimula-
tion (DBS). Other experts have reported the
upfront combination of open craniotomy for partial
resection of the epileptogenic zone with implanta-
tion of RNS, in cases were the epileptogenic zone
encompasses eloquent cortex.10 These 5 patients
were included in the analysis of a cohort of 30 total
patients receiving RNS for regional-onset seizures,
in which 75% median reduction in clinical seizure
frequency was observed over a median follow-up
of 21 months.10 In the focus-oriented approach,
these outcomes without seizure freedom often
have been described as “palliative,” which means
alleviating symptoms but not treating the underly-
ing disease. The use of this word in the context
of epilepsy surgery, however, should be aban-
doned. With a network-oriented approach, the
goal of surgery is to reduce seizures as maximally
as possible, where any reduction in seizures
after surgical therapy represents successful mod-
ulation of the seizure circuit. In the absence of
seizure freedom, whether the reduction of seizures
obtained would improve the patient’s quality of
life to an extent that justifies the full application
of available surgical therapies is an important
component of the presurgical discussion between
the patient and multidisciplinary team. This exact
balance is always unknown, but the primary
concern regarding the recommendation to the pa-
tient should be whether the network hypothesis
has been optimally considered and tested.

This approach requires the surgeon to truly
become a surgical neurologist, in the same way
increasing use of molecular biology in the brain tu-
mor field requires that neurosurgeons interested in
Fig. 2. Case example: preoperative im-
aging. The most relevant axial slices
of the PET (left) and MEG (right) scans
are shown.



Fig. 3. Case example: seizure 1. Intracranial EEG recording of ictal onset in the anterior hippocampus.
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making the best decisions for their patients act
as surgical oncologists, rather than limiting
their thinking to the technical aspects of excising
the tumor. The ability to confidently make
Fig. 4. Case example: seizure 2. Intracranial EEG recording
The sustained seizure in the same contacts (red boxes indic
pattern that was not prominent in other recording locatio
recommendations to the patient at each stage of
the process of compressive diagnostic and thera-
peutic surgery is dependent on one’s ability to
assess the extent to which a given epilepsy
of ictal onset from the mesial-occipital cortex (A). (B)
ate the same mesial-occipital contacts in each panel), a
ns.



Fig. 5. Case example: seizure 3. Seizure induced by hippocampal stimulation.
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network has been optimally characterized. As the
patient places his or her trust in the neurosurgeon
to safely perform each procedure, we are obli-
gated to assess the data obtained at each stage
to the best of our abilities. Inherent in this obliga-
tion is the imperative for the epilepsy surgeon to
develop an understanding of the current literature
related to the interpretation of intracranial EEG, im-
aging characteristics of potentially epileptogenic
lesions, and an ability to read the basic features
Fig. 6. Case example: stimulation mapping. Reconstructio
tion results.
of EEG, even if this function traditionally is consid-
ered the province of our neurology colleagues.
Evolving Concepts in Network Evaluation

Related to this, an important decision point that
must be considered in SEEG evaluations regards
the use of stimulation to probe the seizure
network. Reproducing the usual seizure by low-
frequency stimulation is generally accepted to
n of electrode implantations and summary of stimula-



Fig. 7. Case example: combinatorial therapy. The intraoperative-MRI targeting plan for laser thermal ablation
(A), and 1-month postprocedure imaging with treatment boundaries (blue) coregistered to the contrasted
MRI, showing the expected treatment-related changes (B). Scout image from the postoperative computed to-
mography scan following RNS implantation with leads targeting the mesial-occipital cortex (C).
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help define the epileptogenic zone in cases of sei-
zures originating from the hippocampus or from
areas of Type 2 focal cortical dysplasia. There is
less consensus regarding the interpretation other
stimulation strategies. In general, however, clinical
signs of the habitual seizure must appear before
the propagation of the electrical discharge to
the structures connected with the stimulated site
to be considered pertinent to defining the epilepto-
genic zone. Seizures that begin following an after-
discharge, with the recruitment of a local or
remote network, are more likely to indicate a false
positive. Likewise, high-frequency stimulation is
more likely to result in seizures than low-
frequency stimulation, including inhabitual sei-
zures, with the intensity of stimulation thought to
be indirectly proportional to the significance of
the elicited seizure. The use of electrical stimula-
tion to define the epileptogenic zone is not a
component of the standard approach at most
American epilepsy centers. It seems prudent,
nonetheless, to use this tool whenever the epilep-
togenic zone has not been clearly defined by
SEEG recording alone, at the very least.
The preceding concepts relate to the ability of
the epilepsy surgeon and team to determine
whether the seizure network has been optimally
mapped in any given patient. As has been dis-
cussed, this is determined by the extent to which
the preoperative hypothesis was fully formed, the
intracranial monitoring investigation was planned
appropriately, and the electroclinical data were
carefully analyzed. One factor not yet discussed
is how to consider the participation of subcortical
structures in generating or maintaining seizures,
especially in light of the fact that the target struc-
ture for which DBS is approved is the ANT. The
limitations of the concept of searching for a
cortical epileptogenic focus have been recog-
nized, even in the United States, for more than
60 years. In 1954, Russel Meyers,11 the functional
neurosurgeon and first chair of neurosurgery at the
University of Iowa, wrote that the concept of an
epileptogenic focus was a “seemingly useful hy-
pothesis, not a proven fact,” in large part because
“the results ascribable to the excision of the
epileptogenic focus are not greatly impressive.”
Remarkable for that time, Meyers11 published
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intracranial recordings from the caudate and thal-
amus of patients with epilepsy and described that
“hypersynchronic waves at different regions
sometimes appeared temporally related to one
another, at other times, wholly independent.”
Indeed, our best surgical outcomes in the modern
era still are achieved by temporal lobectomy, yet at
10 years postoperatively, more than half of these
patients are not seizure free on average; the best
durability being achieved in patients with hippo-
campal sclerosis, nearly two-thirds of whom can
remain seizure free past 10 years.12 There are a
multitude of potential explanations for this success
rate, related to lack of identification or removal of
the “seizure focus.” In addition, there is Palmini
and Paglioli’s13 concept that relevant epilepto-
genic tissue could be inactive during Phase II eval-
uations but could exhibit latent manifestation as an
epileptogenic zone leading to seizure recurrence.
Alternatively, we should explore whether the
notion of focal versus nonfocal epilepsy is a false
dichotomy, and whether instead it would be bene-
ficial to think of focal, multifocal, diffuse-onset, and
idiopathic generalized epilepsies as existing in a
continuum of network complexity. In this frame-
work, these types of epilepsy are characterized
by the functional-anatomic complexity of their
seizure networks. Pathologic activity in the thal-
amus and basal ganglia may very well have prom-
inent roles in some of these networks. Data
supporting this hypothesis exist in functional imag-
ing studies, reports of seizures recorded from the
thalamus in patients with idiopathic generalized
epilepsy, and reports on the effects of thalamic
stimulation for nongeneralized epilepsy.

Should the thalamus be included in diagnostic
implantations to characterize certain types of
epilepsy? Several centers have begun tackling
this important question. The Marseille group re-
ported on a series of 13 patients with temporal
lobe epilepsy retrospectively selected based
on the presence of an electrode contact
residing in the thalamus (electrodes were placed
orthogonally for the primary purpose of assaying
overlying structures). These recordings demon-
strated very early involvement of the thalamus in
4 patients and delayed involvement in 7 patients.
Likewise, Pati and colleagues14 reported data
from 11 patients undergoing SEEG for suspected
temporal lobe epilepsy, who were implanted
in the ANT for research purposes. Temporal
changes in ictal power of neural activity within
the ANT were observed to be similar to those of
the onset zone, and seizure onset was preceded
by a decrease in the mean power spectral density
in both the thalamus and seizure-onset zone.
This group separately reported the early ictal
recruitment of the midline thalamus in 3 cases
of mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, in which stimu-
lation of either the thalamus or hippocampus
induced similar habitual seizures.15 The safety
of modifying the trajectory of one electrode
planned for clinical sampling to extend to the thal-
amus, which obviates the need to implant an
additional electrode for thalamic sampling, was
also recently described by the Birmingham
group.16 Thus, it seems quite reasonable that
the implantation of thalamic nuclei may become
a valuable component of SEEG strategies to
address network hypotheses that prominently
feature thalamic involvement.
Off-Label Use of Neuromodulation

Surgical treatment of the network is evolving also
to include applying brain stimulation to multifocal
and generalized epilepsies, indications that are
currently off-label. DBS of the centromedian re-
gion of the thalamus improves both the scalp
EEG background and the frequency and severity
of generalized seizures,17,18 including in pediatric
cases.19 RNS also has achieved off-label thera-
peutic success, in pediatrics20,21 and in general-
ized epilepsies.22 We recently reported the first
use of bilateral thalamic RNS for idiopathic gener-
alized epilepsy, demonstrating the potential of
seizure detection and stimulation in the thalamus
to control broad seizure networks.23 Regarding
the decision to recommend neuromodulation for
an off-label indication, it is imperative to disclose
the experimental nature of the procedure to the
patient, along with any biases that may affect the
recommendation decision. If the application of
closed-loop brain stimulation to multifocal and
generalized epilepsies is to become successful, it
will require learning how to make the therapy
adaptive to any given patient’s network character-
istics. Personalization of closed-loop brain stimu-
lation will require constant analysis of many
complex neurophysiological features in recorded
data,24,25 including the identification of electro-
physiological biomarkers of treatment response.26

Thus, critical decisions in the use of sensing-
enabled devices involve deciding how to best
monitor and evaluate the recorded data in a time-
frame that is consistent with optimizing device
management for achieving maximum therapeutic
benefit. We must also attain the ability to accu-
rately measure those benefits. In this regard, the
field may benefit from the creation of new scales
to measure outcomes after surgery on the epilepsy
network that prioritize significant changes in pa-
tients’ quality of life rather than changes in abso-
lute seizure number.
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Early Neurosurgical Consultation

As the complexity of surgical therapeutics for epi-
lepsy increases, the surgeon’s relationship with
the epilepsy team and patient becomes increas-
ingly more important. The concept of early neuro-
surgical consultation seeks to facilitate this
relationship. In this model, rather than referring a
patient to the surgeon only on final exhaustion of
all noninvasive testing and a subsequent decision
that the patient is “ready to talk about surgery,”
patients are encouraged to meet with an epilepsy
surgeon as soon as it is clear they have failed 2
appropriately chosen medications, to discuss
the spectrum of potential future role of surgery in
the treatment of their disease.27,28 For instance,
the University of Pittsburgh Comprehensive Epi-
lepsy Center adopted a policy termed SAFE, Sur-
gical Approaches For Epilepsy, in which patients
with epilepsy likely to be surgical candidates
were referred for early neurosurgical consultation,
in parallel with their presurgical evaluation. Hear-
ing directly from the person who may perform a
surgical intervention for them at some point in
the future can alleviate undue anxiety for the pa-
tient and lead to more efficient completion of
noninvasive studies. The surgeon is provided the
benefit of additional opportunities to earn the trust
of the patient as well as of the referring epileptolo-
gists, through helping to guide the patient through
the complex presurgical evaluation.

SUMMARY

Understanding an individual patient’s seizures as
events that emerge from a dysfunctional brain
network is critical for determining how to best opti-
mize a personalized treatment plan. This approach
is key to understanding the limitations of current
therapies and to recognizing opportunities for sur-
gical innovations that can increase our ability to
improve quality of life for patients with epilepsy.
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